Identifying Preliminary Domains to Detect and Measure Rheumatoid Arthritis Flares: Report of the OMERACT 10 RA Flare Workshop
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ABSTRACT. Background. While disease flares in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) are a recognized aspect of the disease process, there is limited formative research to describe them. Methods. The Outcome Measures in Rheumatology Clinical Trials (OMERACT) RA Flare Definition Working Group is conducting an international research project to understand the specific characteristics and impact of episodic disease worsening, or “flare,” so that outcome measures can be developed or modified to reflect this uncommonly measured, but very real and sometimes disabling RA disease feature. Patient research partners provided critical insights into the multidimensional nature of flare. The perspectives of patients and healthcare and research professionals are being integrated to ensure that any outcome measurement to detect flares fulfills the first OMERACT criteria of Truth. Through an iterative data-driven Delphi process, a preliminary list of key domains has been identified to evaluate flare. Results. At OMERACT 10, consensus was achieved identifying features of flare in addition to the existing core set for RA, including fatigue, stiffness, symptom persistence, systemic features, and participation. Patient self-report of flare was identified as a component of the research agenda needed to establish criterion validity for a flare definition; this can be used in prospective studies to further evaluate the Discrimination and Feasibility components of the OMERACT filter for a flare outcome measure. Conclusion. Our work to date has provided better understanding of key aspects of the RA disease process as episodic, potentially disabling disease worsening even when a patient is in low disease activity. It also highlights the importance of developing ways to enhance communication between patients and clinicians and improve the ability to achieve “tight control” of disease. (J Rheumatol 2011;38:1751–8; doi:10.3899/jrheum.110401)
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BACKGROUND

Defining “flare” in RA. Patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and their clinicians recognize and describe periods of worsening disease activity throughout their disease course. The term “flare” in RA appears to be used to describe periods of disease worsening that encompass a range of symp-
toms and signs that vary in magnitude and duration; it may lead to a range of actions taken on the part of patients and healthcare professionals (HCP). Some flares are short-lived and self-limited, requiring minimal intervention or requiring nonpharmacologic or other self-management strategies. Some RA flares are more severe or disabling, resulting in a decision to make changes in medical therapy, from initiation or increases of nonsteroidal antiinflammatory agents (NSAID) or corticosteroids, to changes or addition of disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs or biologics. Although a variable disease course, characterized by "good" and "bad" days, is clearly recognized, there is a paucity of research that reflects the experience of disease-worsening from the patient’s perspective. Although patients have identified reducing the number of flares as a desirable goal of therapy, there is limited understanding of the implications of episodic worsening, the domains of importance to reflect a flare state, or the thresholds for detecting meaningful change.

Although “flare” is a term commonly used in clinical trials and practice in patients with RA, there are no established standardized criteria to measure flare from either the clinician’s or patient’s perspective. Various flare definitions have been incorporated in RA randomized controlled trials (RCT), but these have not been uniformly applied or validated as clinically relevant to RA outcomes and prevention of disability. Definitions have included an inverse of response (improvement) criteria such as inverse European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) response criteria, modifications of American College of Rheumatology (ACR) responder criteria, and increases in swollen and tender joints approximating baseline scores. However, the research to document performance characteristics for such outcome measures for deterioration or worsening versus improvement has not been reported. There are data from other rheumatic diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus that indicate patient-detectable, minimal clinically important differences for worsening occur at lower thresholds than the same measures for improvement. Both for RCT and clinical practice, a standardized flare definition is critical to inform trial design or clinical decision-making. In trial design, it can be an outcome measure, while for clinical practice it can signal a need to change management (e.g., add a treatment, or reinitiate drug therapy).

With the advent of effective therapies and treatment strategies that provide states of very low disease activity or remission for many patients, there is a need to consider designing studies that can inform decision-making on modifications of therapy to maintain a low activity state, potentially with less intensive treatment regimens, lowered doses, or altered frequencies of intermittently-dosed medications. A barrier exists, however, in developing RCT study designs that propose to investigate treatment optimization approaches or remission induction/maintenance studies, which require a definition of disease flare, with “time to flare” or “numbers of flares” as an outcome. Moreover, accurately capturing adverse event data for patients who experience fluctuating disease activity between assessment visits or who withdraw from studies due to RA flare is desirable from a drug safety and regulatory perspective. For longitudinal observational studies (LOS), there is a similar need to understand flare versus expected/acceptable disease oscillations in studying the effectiveness of interventions.

The Outcome Measures in Rheumatology Clinical Trials (OMERACT) RA Flare Definition Working Group, composed of patients and HCP from academia and industry, has been conducting research since OMERACT 8 (2006). They were initially a subgroup of the Drug Safety Working Group, but at OMERACT 9, a Special Interest Group reported initial research documenting the need for a standardized definition of flare, and an anchoring definition was agreed among OMERACT 9 participants. In patient groups, there were compelling indications that the patient experience of flare may not be captured adequately by existing core set measurements used in RCT. For example, patients reported clusters of symptoms and a prodromal state that often preceded the development of overt clinically detectable flare signs. Patients also indicated that, when they sensed a flare was beginning, they engaged in a number of self-management strategies to minimize or potentially avert a major flare. There was consensus that a definition of flare was needed for RCT and LOS, and a recognized need for one that would also be useful in clinical care. There was overwhelming consensus that the patient perspective was essential to the work of the group.

A preliminary operational definition for “Flare” in RA was established:
- A flare occurs with any worsening of (or return of) disease activity that would, if persistent, lead to (re)initiation, or/and change of therapy
- A flare represents a cluster of symptoms of sufficient duration and intensity to require (re)initiation, change, or increase in therapy.

**METHODS**

The OMERACT 9 Special Interest Group was expanded to include additional interested individuals with expertise in analysis of RCT data, LOS, and qualitative research, with a diverse geographical representation and representatives from multiple stakeholder perspectives including additional patient, healthcare provider, and pharmaceutical research partners. The research agenda developed at OMERACT 9 was refined following the meeting, and moved forward with frequent interactions and integration of findings between the interested subgroups. Teleconferences were conducted every 2 weeks, and face-to-face meetings took place at meetings of the ACR in 2008, EULAR in 2009, and ACR in 2009.
The work processes established were: (1) a patient-focused stream that included multinational qualitative research and Delphi exercises; (2) data mining of RCT data; (3) data mining from LOS; and (4) a healthcare provider/researcher work stream including ongoing literature review and Delphi exercises (Figure 1).

Garnering consensus on the definition of disease-worsening in clinical trials was clearly needed, given the proposal and initiation of a growing number of pharmaceutical RCT that incorporated a flare definition. Based on consensus obtained at OMERACT 9 and additional work of the group, there was a decision for a short-term focus toward establishing a working, preliminary flare definition for RCT, but a group recognition that the longer-term goal was to develop a fully validated flare definition across different contexts. While this decision was made, it was found that these activities were not dissociable, but interdependent, such that work moving forward in one area would necessarily inform work in other areas. A second report was published that outlined the additional work of the group and more detailed data analysis plans.

The goals of the Workshop at OMERACT 10 were to present data developed from 4 different work streams, including the results of a patient Delphi exercise based on initial experience in focus groups, and the results of 2 sequential HCP Delphi exercises conducted online. These established consensus on a preliminary core set of domains that captured RA flare from patient and HCP perspectives. This consensus required several working sessions, prior to OMERACT 10, where data were collated from various sources, leading to the presentation of key findings to the OMERACT 10 plenary session. In breakout groups, clinical and patient research partners moderated discussions of specific areas that needed additional small-group input. Representatives from the breakout groups reassembled and organized their inputs, which were presented and voted upon by the whole assembly. This prioritized relevant domains identified by both patients and HCP, which captured the experience and expression of flare.

In order to evaluate the OMERACT filter of Discrimination, we conducted a statistical analysis of RCT and LOS data to evaluate whether the decision to increase dose or change medication can be reflected by using either single variables or composite indices, alone or together in a model. An observation-based approach, involving analysis of existing RA data for which the clinician considered or categorized the patient as either having a flare or not, was taken from each of the available variables in the RA core set. The ability to detect and discriminate a “flare effect” in study outcomes was evaluated using standardized response means [SRM, i.e., the ratio of the group mean difference to the pooled standard deviation (SD) of the mean change scores], a methodology suitable for detecting the best signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., discriminant capacity). The variable(s) with the greatest discrimination will be assessed next via quantification of consistency across studies.

RESULTS

At OMERACT 10, more than 107 participants attended the RA Flare Workshop, breakout groups, and final voting. In recognition of the importance of the patient perspective as a central and essential feature of developing clinically relevant outcome measures to assess flare, one of our patient research partners (JEM), with more than 40 years of person-
The personal experience of living with RA, presented his personal thoughts on the qualities of worsening disease activity, his expertise in flare self-management, and the impact of flares on his life. This was followed by presentations of data from the 4 work streams.

Data Presentations

Patient perspective. The patient perspective work stream was developed to acquire primary data from patients with RA regarding their experiences of disease flare/worsening. At OMERACT 9, initial data were acquired from the patient partners present that helped to inform a qualitative research approach to capture the experience of disease flare/worsening in RA patients. A series of 14 semistructured focus groups were conducted in the UK, USA, Canada, Australia, and Germany to explore the patient perspective. Sixty-eight patients diagnosed with RA participated in these groups. All comments were transcribed (comments in German were translated into English, then back-translated into German), systematically analyzed, and coded independently by at least 2 researchers using inductive thematic analysis. All transcripts were reviewed by a patient research partner (JEM). A total of 289 codes, 28 categories, and 6 themes were identified. When data saturation was obtained, the themes were used as the substrate for subsequent Delphi exercises for patients and healthcare providers (discussed below).

In addition to information regarding the experience of flare, specific questions concerning prodromal or warning signs were addressed. Several important points emerged from the qualitative research. Patients identified 5 separate situations in which the term “flare” may be used: (1) a few bad days that would resolve over time on its own, (2) predictable and often self-induced worsening that could be attributed to over-activity, (3) worsening in a single bad joint, (4) predictable worsening due to external and emotional causes such as stress, and (5) worsening to the point that there was a need to speak with the rheumatologist about changing medication. There was also information on strategies of self-management. A detailed description of the process and comprehensive results from the qualitative research are reported in a separate publication.

Delphi exercises. Separate preliminary Delphi exercises were conducted among HCP and patients in March and April 2010 via anonymous surveys completed on a secure site to identify additional domains that are needed in assessing flare and to indicate whether these were deemed essential, important, or not important to include in a definition of flare. Patients also had the option to complete a paper version of the survey. Each group was asked to identify and rank the 6 most important domains that were considered essential for a core set definition of “flare.” These Web-based activities were facilitated by IDENK, a UK-based consulting company engaged to facilitate the work of different OMERACT groups. Patient-centered activities were overseen by appropriate Human Subjects Protection committees in the individual countries and institutions involved. The results of these Delphi exercises were presented at OMERACT 10.

Patient Delphi. Thirteen of the highest-ranking domains (encompassing 48 more detailed descriptors) from qualitative research were taken forward into a patient Delphi. These included joint symptoms, function, cognition, emotional distress, intimacy, sleep, fatigue, pain, self-management, and global experience/overall picture, participation, systemic features, and stiffness. The patient Delphi also captured data concerning 11 early warning signs identified in qualitative research. Preliminary results from 78 patients who had completed the Delphi before OMERACT 10 were presented. The patient Delphi did not include an assessment of the importance of laboratory features, or physician’s assessment, as these had not been raised by patients in the preceding qualitative research.

The top-ranking domains from patients were (percentage of patients indicating domain was essential or important): function (99%), fatigue (95%), participation (94%), systemic features (93%), pain (92%), stiffness (92%), and self-management (91%).

Data were obtained after the meeting from additional participants from the represented countries and a group of patients from France. Detailed results of the complete patient and healthcare professional Delphi exercises will be reported as a separate publication.

HCP Delphi. A 2-stage Delphi process was conducted for HCP to identify domains that may be important in assessing flare. An initial listing of domains used for Delphi 1 was obtained through literature review, face-to-face meetings, and teleconference, and expanded by the preliminary results of the patient Delphi. From 210 invitees, 100 completed the online Delphi 1, of whom 76% had OMERACT experience. The majority were physicians (82%), but there were also nurses, other HCP, and epidemiologists. Twenty-seven potential domains were included in Delphi 1, including the domains obtained from the patient qualitative research, with the inclusion of additional domains such as physician global assessment, laboratory values, and restrictions in participation, as defined by the ICF (International Classification of Functioning). There was also an opportunity for comments and additional domains to be included. In total, consensus (defined as > 70% agreement that a domain was essential or important) was achieved on 12 domains, which were carried forward to Delphi 2, the purpose for which was ranking of the identified domains to further clarify those considered essential. Items already considered as essential by > 70% of respondents from Delphi 1 (i.e., swollen joints, pain, tender joints, physical function, and patient global assessments) were included in the list of preliminary domains and not investigated further. Seventy-one of 102 invitees completed
the HCP Delphi 2, with similar characteristics by location and expertise. Delphi 2 was performed to evaluate a reduced list of 12 domains for which consensus was not achieved in Delphi 1 and to rank the identified domains from Delphi 1 that should be part of a flare core set, with a ranking of the top 6 domains from this list. The domains assessed in Delphi 2 were laboratory features, persistence of symptoms, fatigue, stiffness, participation, self-management, systemic features, extraarticular features, sleep/wake disturbance, symptom clustering, symptom unpredictability, and emotional distress. The top 6 domains (with the proportion of respondents listing as essential for inclusion in a core set) were laboratory features (83%), persistence (77%), fatigue (71%), stiffness (69%), participation (57%), and self-management (49%).

There was substantial agreement between HCP and patients for the importance of including existing core set domains in a RA flare definition (Table 1).

### LOS evaluation
A subgroup of investigators in the data mining work stream have preliminarily evaluated data from UK and US LOS, to examine the performance of different components of RA symptoms and signs over time to detect patient worsening, and changes in these measures preceding a change or increase in therapy. These included the Consortium of Rheumatology Researchers in North America (CORRONA) database, the King’s College Rheumatology Clinics Database, and the Brigham Rheumatoid Arthritis Sequential Study (BRASS) registry. Additional databases have been identified that could be queried for relevant information. In the King’s College database, the flare anchor used was a worsening of physician or patient global assessment. SRM (defined as mean score change divided by the SD of the score change) were calculated for all clinical measures available according to the ACR Core Set for patients whose global data indicated “flare” versus those without flare, thereby introducing an operational group structure for patients with and without flare. In addition to physician global and patient global (the anchors), pain, and morning stiffness score had moderate SRM (i.e., > 0.4). Disease Activity Score 28 (DAS28), swollen and tender joints, fatigue, and erythrocyte sedimentation rate exhibited small SRM (i.e., 0.2–0.4). Interestingly, the modified Health Assessment Questionnaire was not significant, with SRM confidence intervals indicating no clear signal. In the BRASS study, a specific flare questionnaire was administered asking patients to recall and report information concerning flares over the preceding 6 months. Flares were reported between visits by 54%–75% of patients at 6 monthly visits over 3 years, with more than 30% reporting flares lasting more than 2 weeks; 43% reported short-lived flares lasting 3 days or less. SRM were calculated for clinical characteristics in patients reporting flare compared with those not reporting flare; Simplified Disease Activity Index (SDAI), Clinical Disease Activity Index (CDAI), patient global, physician global, pain, and HAQ were associated with SRM > 0.4. The results from the LOS flare data will be published as separate reports. These studies together demonstrated that patient-reported flares and worsening of investigator and patient-reported disease activity are common and many episodes persist beyond 3 days. It was noted that the lack of a standardized method to capture disease worsening makes retrospective evaluation of existing datasets difficult. A coordinated effort will be needed to ensure that relevant domains are measured prospectively at the time of patient self-report of flare and that any approach that only periodically asks for patient self-report of numbers of flares between visits determines an appropriate recall period and methods to adequately assess flare duration and quality. Future observational cohorts assessing disease worsening should include standardized questions inquiring about disease worsening to facilitate the examination of contributions of different domains that describe the concept of flare. These should be administered frequently in conjunction with collection of standard clinical and patient-reported variables to further this research agenda.

### RCT evaluation
Several RCT in RA were identified to determine changes in core set measures that were associated with worsening RA disease activity. Commitments from 4 pharmaceutical company partners have been obtained to retrospectively analyze completed and reported RCT of biological agents in RA. These represent a range of compounds with different mechanisms of action. Similar to the LOS, there was variability in the types of data collected in the RCT data sets. Data from RCT and LOS differ in that disease activity was high and improved with therapy in the RCT so that flares were less common than in the LOS studies. The initial analyses were based on a set of variables that were presumed to be relatively consistent from study to study with a plan to conduct a “meta-analysis” approach across studies.

Analysis of one database was completed and presented at OMERACT 10. The analysis, based on an RCT database supplied by one of our pharmaceutical partners, provided preliminary sensitivity of various flare components or definitions available in RCT databases. The criterion measure used for a flare of disease activity was a worsening of physician global assessment of disease activity (i.e., change > 0).

---

**Table 1. Agreement between healthcare professional (HCP) and preliminary patient Delphi exercises of existing core set domains.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>HCP (%)</th>
<th>Patients (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>100 (83)</td>
<td>92 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient global</td>
<td>100 (82)</td>
<td>85 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>100 (72)</td>
<td>99 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swollen joints</td>
<td>99 (88)</td>
<td>84 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender joints</td>
<td>98 (76)</td>
<td>89 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician global</td>
<td>94 (58)</td>
<td>Not asked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subsequently, SRM were calculated for those subjects classified as having a “flare” versus those without (Figure 2).

Once again, composite measures including the SDAI, CDAI, and DAS28 were associated with moderate to large SRM (i.e., > 0.8); whereas tender joints, swollen joints, patient pain, and patient global assessment were associated with moderate SRM (0.5–0.6). Function, C-reactive protein, fatigue, and stiffness were associated with only small SRM, indicating low ability to discriminate between worsening and stable disease. Although based on preliminary data, this is in agreement with Vander Cruyssen, et al, who found that the momentary DAS28 score correlates best with the physician’s clinical judgment to change the medication in a cohort of RA patients under infliximab therapy. A similar methodology is being used to evaluate additional RCT of other biological agents. Other criterion measures are also under consideration including changes in clinical variables in patients who had “flare” reported in adverse event data, withdrawal from study due to RA flare or disease worsening, and addition or increase in dose of medication (e.g., corticosteroids or NSAID) captured from concomitant medication data (to be reported in a separate publication).

Breakout Groups
After the plenary presentation of background and preliminary data, OMERACT 10 participants were assigned to breakout groups for focused discussion on items for which there was either discordance between patient and HCP perspectives, and/or for which additional input was needed in developing the group’s research agenda. In more than half the groups, the facilitator or reporter was a patient research partner. In a reassembled plenary session, summary reports from the breakout groups were used to inform the plenary participants with an overview of the discussions and specific questions that were addressed in each group.

Consensus Voting
After presentation of the small-group summaries, the data presented were reviewed with the audience and a series of voting questions were presented to the group at large. It was agreed that there was no single clear indicator of flare that could be used across all datasets (91% yes, 3% no, 7% don’t know). Based on the widespread agreement between patient and HCP from parallel Delphi exercises, there was consensus (90% agreement) to include the following domains in a preliminary core set of measures for flare in RA: patient global assessment, pain, swollen joints, tender joints, function, and physician global assessment.

Additional voting was done in the final plenary session to achieve consensus on additional domains to evaluate for inclusion in a preliminary flare core set and research agenda (Table 2).

---

**Figure 2.** Standardized response means (SRM) for flare in a representative clinical trial. RA patients with an increase in physician global assessment from baseline to 6 months were defined as the “Flare” group (N = 192); the “No Flare” group (N = 262) was defined as those without an increase. SRM were calculated as the ratio of the group mean difference to the pooled SD of the mean change scores. SRM values with 95% confidence intervals show the discriminant capacity for flare in the available measures. MCS: mental component summary; PCS: physical component summary.
There was consensus that a patient self-report of flare warranted further evaluation (92% yes, 4% no, 5% don’t know). Consistent with findings from OMERACT 8\textsuperscript{15}, there was consensus that fatigue should be included in a preliminary core set to measure flare (80% yes, 5% no, 15% don’t know). In addition, stiffness also emerged as a domain to consider in a preliminary flare core set (70% yes, 18% no, 12% don’t know). Persistence of symptoms (i.e., duration of worsening) was also recognized as important to take into account in assessing flare (75% yes, 12% no, 13% don’t know).

There was consensus that laboratory features (75% yes, 13% no, 11% don’t know) and systemic features (70% yes, 15% no, 15% don’t know) should be included for further assessment in a flare research agenda. While consensus was not reached, more than 50% of participants voted that self-management (63% yes, 24% no, 14% don’t know) and participation (56% yes, 34% no, 10% don’t know) should be part of the ongoing research agenda.

Research Agenda

Based on the results from OMERACT 10, a research agenda was developed for OMERACT 11 in 2012. One of the first priorities was completion of a third Delphi round for patients and professionals combined, and for which participants of the earlier Delphi exercises and OMERACT 10 attendees will be engaged. It is hoped that this Delphi will include approximately equal representation of patients and HCP. An explanatory document that presented the major findings from OMERACT 10 was also needed to inform Delphi participants of relevant data. Based on the rankings obtained from Delphi 3, instruments will be selected for each of the domains that can be carried forward prospectively.

The consensus from OMERACT 10 also supported additional work to develop a tool that would capture patient self-report of flare, as well as a need to identify methods to accurately evaluate changes in stiffness, participation, and self-management. There was additional endorsement to evaluate the usefulness of the RA Impact of Disease (RAID) questionnaire to capture relevant aspects of worsening of disease activity\textsuperscript{16}.

It was also agreed that additional interactions and discussions between the OMERACT RA Flare Working Group and the OMERACT Remission in RA Working Group should continue. Although the voting through the first and second round of Delphi eliminated several domains from consideration in the preliminary core set (i.e., sleep/wake, emotional distress), there is a need to evaluate how to capture the key features of these domains to understand potential usefulness to detect flare.

As part of the research agenda, additional retrospective analysis of existing datasets and prospective incorporation of preliminary flare assessments will examine domains and instruments to fulfill the OMERACT filter of Truth, Discrimination, and Feasibility. Individuals from the OMERACT RA Flare Definition Working Group are working with the members of the working group defining core domains of the ICF in RA to ensure that domains selected can be appropriately mapped within the ICF context. Additionally, there is work under way to examine the use of the PROMIS framework, the NIH Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System, to assist in capturing patient-reported measures that can be compared across diseases. The OMERACT RA Flare Definition Working Group will continue to seek additional global participants (e.g., from Latin America, Africa, and Asia) who can provide additional input into the activities.

It is anticipated that a significant portion of the research agenda will be accomplished for OMERACT 11 with a goal to conduct domain and instrument selection with analysis by the OMERACT filter in the context of RCT. Our ultimate goal is to develop a validated grading system that can be readily implemented across settings and activities to reliably quantify increases in disease activity (e.g., flares) from mild to moderate and severe. The research agenda will continue to examine flare in other contexts.

CONCLUSION

Patient partners in the OMERACT RA Flare Definition Working Group have consistently highlighted episodic RA worsening or flare in RA as a disabling, under-appreciated, yet integral feature of the overall RA experience. A well characterized and validated method to detect and measure RA flare is needed as a measure of response in RCT and to enhance timely communication between HCP and their patients regarding the impact of episodes of RA worsening/flares, and to enable treatment optimization and improve outcomes. An extensive research agenda was identified and cooperative efforts with other groups within OMERACT (e.g., Remission) and other organizations (e.g., ICF, PROMIS) were identified as desirable.

OMERACT 10 achieved consensus on the following domains in a definition of flare: patient global assessment, pain, swollen joints, tender joints, function, physician global assessment, and fatigue. There was also consensus that the following should be evaluated for inclusion in a flare.

Table 2. Preliminary domains to evaluate flare in rheumatoid arthritis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient global assessment</td>
<td>Patient self-report of flare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>Fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swollen joints</td>
<td>Stiffness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender joints</td>
<td>Persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical global assessment</td>
<td>Self-management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory features</td>
<td>Systemic features</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Existing RA Core Set measures. ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP: C-reactive protein.
definition: patient self-report of flare, stiffness, persistence of symptoms, laboratory features, and systemic features. The results from OMERACT 10 provide preliminary information to facilitate RCT evaluating tapering of therapy. Recognition of flare and its impact and the features involved will enhance communication in understanding the time between visits or assessments in order to raise the bar for tight control.
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